A well-known international abstracting and indexing tool designed for library professionals and other information specialists, *LISA* is no stranger to librarians and students of information studies.

It currently abstracts over 440 periodicals from more than 68 countries and in more than 20 different languages with coverage from 1969 onwards. The database size stands at over 228,940 records with fortnightly updates of more than 500 records added in each update.

Subject areas covered include: artificial intelligence, book reviews, CD-ROMs, computer science applications, information centres, information management, information science, information storage, information technology, Internet technology, knowledge management, librarianship, libraries and archives, library management, library technology, library use and users, medical information, online information retrieval, publishing and bookselling, records management, telecommunications, technical services, and the World Wide Web.

**ACCESS**

The database is available campus-wide via CSA IDS (CSA Internet Database Service) at [http://www.ntu.edu.sg/library/etext/users/csalisa.htm](http://www.ntu.edu.sg/library/etext/users/csalisa.htm) and via iGEMS. More details can be found at [http://www.ntu.edu.sg/library/collections/db/ABC-1564.htm](http://www.ntu.edu.sg/library/collections/db/ABC-1564.htm).

**SEARCH MODES**

*LISA* offers a *Quick Search* function for a simple initial search and an *Advanced Search* function for greater control over complicated search criteria.

A *Thesaurus Search* mode is also available for searching controlled terms. A thesaurus provides a standard language or set of terms with which to describe a subject area. When doing a search it indicates which terms to use to retrieve the maximum number of relevant documents.

**ONLINE HELP**

Comprehensive search reference aids are available under *Help*. They cover almost every aspect of the use of the database. Always refer to them when in doubt.

---

For further assistance in using *LISA*, please contact Information Desk, Lee Wee Nam Library at 6790 6312 or send an email to resource1@ntu.edu.sg.